
Nerf Science Experiment

How do wind and weight affect how far a Nerf dart travels? In
this experiment, were going to find out!
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Nerf Science Experiment
Name: 

What affects how far a Nerf dart travels? In this 
experiment, you’ll explore how wind and weight affect 
the distance that a Nerf dart travels before hitting the 
ground.
For these experiments, be sure to use the same Nerf 
gun and the same dart each time!

WIND TEST Into the Wind With the Wind

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

AVERAGE

How much does wind affect a Nerf dart’s flight? Determine which way the wind 
is blowing. Shoot a dart into the wind (the wind will blow against it) four times. 
Measure how far the dart traveled and record your results. Find the average of 
your four trials. Then repeat this process, except turn your body around and 
shoot the darts with the wind this time.

Now test how weight affects the distance a Nerf dart travels. Glue a metal nut to 
the tip of a Nerf dart. Repeat the experiment above, but with the weighted dart.

WEIGHT TEST Into the Wind With the Wind

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

AVERAGE



Conclusion

Why was it important to conduct each trial more than once?

Under what circumstances did the dart travel the farthest? What factors caused 
these results?

What effect did the added weight have on the distance the dart traveled?

Did extra weight affect one wind direction (against the wind or with the wind) 
more than the other?


